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Variation of Icosa Water Services Limited’s appointment 
to include Land off Martley Road, West Worcester 
(Phase 1) 
On 13 June 2022, Ofwat began a consultation on a proposal to vary Icosa Water Services 
Limited’s (“Icosa Water”) appointment to become the water and sewerage services provider 
for a development in Severn Trent Water Limited's (“Severn Trent Water”) water supply area 
and sewerage services area called Land off Martley Road, West Worcester (Phase 1) (“the 
Site”). Details of the application and our assessment of it were set out in the consultation 
document. 

Due to an error on the initial map, we consulted on this matter twice, to take into account 
that the original boundary Icosa Water submitted with its application was incorrect. The first 
consultation ran from 13 June to 11 July 2022, and the second consultation from 25 October to 
22 November 2022. During the consultation periods, we received representations from two 
organisations, which are summarised in Section 1 of this document. 

We will only make an appointment or variation if our assessment concludes that the 
application meets the criterion it has been made under; that customers or future customers 
on the site will be no worse off than if the site had been served by the existing appointee; and 
if the applicant will be able to finance the proper carrying out of its functions as a water and 
sewerage company. As set out in our consultation we are satisfied this is the case. The 
responses we have received to the consultation have not changed that view.  

Having assessed Icosa Water's application and having taken account of the responses we 
received to our consultation, we decided to grant a variation to Icosa Water's area of 
appointment to allow it to serve the site for water and sewerage services. This appointment 
became effective on 16 January 2022. 

The Site Maps for the variation can be found in Section 2 of this document. 

The Variation Notice legally making the variation can be found in Section 3 of this document. 

 

 

 

  

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/west-worcester.pdf
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1. Responses received to the consultation 

We received responses to our consultation from two organisations: the Consumer Council for 
Water (“CCW”), and the Environment Agency. We considered these responses before making 
the decision to vary Icosa Water's appointment.  Details of these responses are set out below. 

Environment Agency 

The Environment Agency responded to the initial consultation stating that it had no objection 
to the proposed variation and asking Icosa Water to note that discharge from the 
development should not commence until any required improvements to the sewer network 
have been made and that Icosa Water and Severn Trent Water should work together to 
ensure that build rate and occupancy do not out strip any capacity improvements. It also 
noted that the target for per capita consumption on the Site should be 110 litres per person 
per day for water stressed areas, and should certainly meet building regulations and be lower 
than Severn Trent Water's targets. Icosa Water noted these comments accordingly. 

The Environment Agency sent a response to the second consultation stating that it had no 
further comments or objections to this variation. 

CCW 

CCW stated that in general it expects new appointments and variation appointees to match or 
ideally better the incumbent’s prices, service levels and service guarantees. This is 
particularly the case for developments that include domestic housing, as household 
customers are not able to choose or switch their supplier like non-household customers can.  

CCW noted its disappointment that there will be no direct financial benefit to customers from 
the variation because Icosa Water plans to match the charges of Severn Trent Water.  

CCW acknowledged that Icosa Water is proposing to offer guaranteed and voluntary standards 
of service that generally match or exceed the standards offered by Severn Trent Water. It 
noted that Icosa Water exceeds some service levels, for example, Icosa Water will offer 
greater compensation in many instances of service failure.  

However, CCW also pointed out that due to the relatively small size of its customer base Icosa 
Water does not currently offer its financially vulnerable customers a social tariff in the way 
that Severn Trent Water does, although it will offer the WaterSure tariff for qualifying 
customers. CCW stated that until Icosa Water can provide a social tariff it may be appropriate 
for Icosa Water to tailor some of the services it provides. CCW noted its expectation that Icosa 
Water offer appropriate flexible support to any individual in financial difficulty who would 
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otherwise benefit from a social tariff. It noted this should not be at the expense of its other 
customers. CCW noted that by matching Severn Trent's charges Icosa Water benefits from 
the cross-subsidy Severn Trent's customers pay to support its social tariff. 

CCW agreed with our overall assessment that customers will be no worse off in terms of its 
level of service or the amount they pay. CCW noted our estimate that Severn Trent Water’s 
customers would see a £0.01 increase on both their water and sewerage bills as a result of 
this variation. It stated that whilst these are negligible increases CCW was unclear whether 
there will be any significant benefits for Severn Trent Water's existing customers arising from 
this arrangement. CCW questions the value of the NAV regime if it cannot deliver benefits to 
all customers.  

Our response 

One of our key policies is that customers should be no worse off if a NAV is granted. That is, 
an applicant must ensure its new customers are made no worse off in terms of charges and 
service than if they had been supplied by the previous appointee. We do not require 
applicants to better the service and price of previous incumbents. 

Vulnerable customers may not be aware of the social tariff that would be available to them if 
they were served by the incumbent rather than by the applicant. It is the responsibility of the 
applicant to identify and protect vulnerable customers on the Site. Although the applicant 
does not offer a social tariff, it should ensure customers will be no worse off. 
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2. Site Maps 
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Sewerage 
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3. Variation Notice 
 


